Nonadiabatic holonomic quantum computation on coupled transmons with ancillaries
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The physical implementation of holonomic quantum computation is challenging due to the needed complex controllable interactions in multilevel quantum systems. Here we propose to implement nonadiabatic holonomic quantum computation with conventional capacitive coupled superconducting transmon qubits. A universal set of holonomic gates is constructed with the help of the interaction with an auxiliary qubit rather than relying on delicate control over an auxiliary level of multilevel quantum systems. Explicitly, these quantum gates are realized by tunable interactions in an all-resonant way, which leads to high-fidelity gate operations. In this way, the distinct merit of our scheme is that we use only the lowest two levels of a transmon to form the qubit states. In addition, the auxiliary qubits are in their ground states before and after every gate operation, so that the holonomic gates can be constructed successively. Therefore, our scheme provides a promising method towards the practical realization of high-fidelity nonadiabatic holonomic quantum computation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers are believed to outperform their classical counterparts in solving certain hard problems [1]. However, quantum states are susceptible to noises induced by their surrounding environment, thus the practical implementation of quantum computers is harsh. Since geometric phases depend only on the global properties of the evolution paths, they can effectively resist the influence of certain local noises and thus become a promising medium for quantum computation. Holonomic quantum computation (HQC) [2] is a strategy to build a universal set of robust gates using non-Abelian geometric phases [3]. This idea was originally proposed based on adiabatic evolution [4–8], which aims to achieve high-fidelity quantum computation. However, the adiabatic condition requires a long evolution time, during which environmental noises will ruin designed operations.

For practical quantum computation, nonadiabatic evolution is necessary [9,10]. Recently, nonadiabatic HQC by using the cyclic evolution of a subspace existing in the general three-level quantum system has been proposed, so that a universal set of fast geometric quantum gates can be implemented [11–24]. This type of nonadiabatic gates has been experimentally demonstrated in superconducting circuits [25–28], NMR [29,30], and electron spins in diamond [31–34].

The existing nonadiabatic HQC schemes based on three-level systems require the use of a third auxiliary energy level. This is challenging for a superconducting transmon, due to the fact that the corresponding energy spectrum is only weakly anharmonic, which makes implementation of the controllable interactions between qubits difficult. In addition, problems will occur when applying these schemes to quantum error correction. Since the required projective measurement on multilevel quantum systems can have a state collapse to the auxiliary level, rather than the levels used for a qubit. In order to avoid this drawback, we propose to realize a nonadiabatic HQC scheme [35–38] with capacitive coupled superconducting transmon qubits, where we construct universal holonomic gates with the help of auxiliary qubits rather than auxiliary levels. The distinct merit of our scheme is that the auxiliary qubits are in their ground states before and after each gate operation so that the problems caused by auxiliary levels can be overcome. In addition, our scheme uses the lowest two levels of a transmon to form the qubit states and can result in universal HQC with conventional resonant interactions, leading to fast and high-fidelity universal quantum gates. Moreover, to obtain tunable all-resonant interactions between the target and the auxiliary qubits, we only need to add modulations on the target qubits by well-controlled microwaves. Therefore, our scheme can be readily implemented in a two-dimensional (2D) lattice composed of coupled superconducting transmons and, thus, offers promising scalability.

II. ARBITRARY SINGLE-QUBIT GATE

The setup we consider is a 2D lattice composed of coupled superconducting transmons [39] with different frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The lowest two levels of each transmon are used to define a qubit. There are two kinds of qubits in the lattice: those storing quantum information (called target qubits) and those used to assist in constructing quantum gates on the target qubits (called auxiliary qubits). Explicitly, single-qubit holonomic gates on a target qubit (e.g., qubit A) can be built with the help of a nearby auxiliary qubit (e.g., qubit B); an entangling two-qubit holonomic gate on a pair of adjacent target qubits (e.g., qubits A and C or D) can be realized by an auxiliary qubit (e.g., qubit B) connecting to both of them. Moreover, through qubit B, a two-qubit gate on qubits A and E can also be constructed directly, offering a more efficient scheme to manipulate two remote target qubits. This indicates the scalability of our proposal.

In order to realize an arbitrary single-qubit holonomic gate on a target transmon qubit (e.g., qubit A), we introduce auxiliary transmon qubit B, which is driven by a classical field and capacitively coupled to qubit A, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Fur-
thermore, we consider a realistic case of the transmon, i.e., it is weakly anharmonic, so that we need to take the third energy level into account, since the main leakage out of the qubit basis comes from this level. Assuming that \( \hbar = 1 \) hereafter, the Hamiltonian of the coupled system can be expressed as

\[
H_{c1} = \sum_{\chi = A, B} \omega_{\chi} n_{\chi} + \frac{\alpha_{\chi}}{2} (1 - n_{\chi}) n_{\chi} + g_{AB} (a^\dagger b + ab^\dagger) + \varepsilon \cos(\omega t - \phi) (b^\dagger + b),
\]

where \( n_{\chi} = a^\dagger a + b^\dagger b \), with \( a = |0\rangle_A \langle 1| + \sqrt{2} |1\rangle_A \langle 2| \) and \( b = |0\rangle_B \langle 1| + \sqrt{2} |1\rangle_B \langle 2| \) being the standard lower operators for transmons A and B, respectively; \( \omega_{\chi} \) and \( \omega_B \) are the associated transition frequencies with \( \alpha_A \) and \( \alpha_B \) being the intrinsic anharmonicities of transmons A and B, respectively; \( g_{AB} \) is the transmon-transmon coupling strength; and \( \varepsilon, \omega, \) and \( \phi \) are the classical driving strength, frequency, and phase of transmon B, respectively.

Since two transmons usually do not have identical energy splitting, we add a driving on transmon A to induce effectively resonant coupling between them. This can be realized by adding an ac magnetic flux through the loop of transmon A. In this way, a periodical modulation of transmon A’s transition frequency of

\[
\omega_{\chi}(t) = \omega_{\chi} + \epsilon_1 \sin(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)
\]

can be achieved. Moving into the interaction picture, the interaction Hamiltonian becomes

\[
H_I = g_{AB} \left\{ |10\rangle \langle 01| e^{-i\Delta_1 t} e^{-i\beta_1 \cos(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)} + \sqrt{2} |11\rangle \langle 02| e^{-i(\Delta_A - \alpha_B) t} e^{-i\beta_1 \cos(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)} + \sqrt{2} |20\rangle \langle 11| e^{-i(\Delta_A + \alpha_A) t} e^{-i\beta_1 \cos(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)} \right\} + \varepsilon \sum_{j=0,1} \sqrt{j+1} |j\rangle \langle j| e^{i(\delta - j\alpha_B) t} e^{i\phi} + H.c.,
\]

where \( \Delta_1 = \omega_\chi - \omega_B, \Delta_A = \omega_B - \omega, \beta_1 = \epsilon_1/\nu_1, \) and \( |mn\rangle = |m\rangle_A \otimes |n\rangle_B \). We consider the case of resonant driving on transmon qubit B (\( \delta = 0 \)), and parametric driving compensates the energy difference between transmon qubit A and transmon qubit B, i.e., \( \Delta_1 = \nu_1 \). Then, using the Jacobi-Anger identity,

\[
e^{-i\beta_1 \cos(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} (-i)^m J_m(\beta_1)e^{-im(\nu_1 t + \pi/2)},
\]

where \( J_m(\beta_1) \) is a Bessel function of the first kind. Finally, applying the rotating-wave approximation, we obtain the effective resonant interaction Hamiltonian as

\[
H_I = g_{AB}' |10\rangle \langle 01| + \varepsilon |11\rangle \langle 02| e^{i\phi} + H.c.,
\]

where \( g_{AB}' = J_1(\beta_1)g_{AB} \).

By setting \( g_{AB}' = \Omega \cos(\theta/2), \varepsilon = \Omega \sin(\theta/2) \) with \( \Omega = \sqrt{g_{AB}^2 + \varepsilon^2} \) and \( \theta = 2 \tan^{-1}(\varepsilon/g_{AB}) \), the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) reduces to the block off-diagonal form

\[
H_I = \Omega \left( \begin{array}{cc} 0 & F \\ F^\dagger & 0 \end{array} \right),
\]

in the basis \( S = \{ |00\rangle, |10\rangle, |01\rangle, |11\rangle \} \) with

\[
F = \left( \begin{array}{cc} 1/2 \sin^2 \frac{\theta}{2} & e^{-i\phi} \\ e^{i\phi} & i/2 \sin^2 \frac{\theta}{2} \end{array} \right).
\]

Since matrix \( F \) is invertible, it has a unique singular value decomposition \( F = WQR^\dagger \), where

\[
W = \left( \begin{array}{cc} \sin \frac{\theta}{4} & \cos \frac{\theta}{4} e^{-i\phi} \\ \cos \frac{\theta}{4} e^{i\phi} & -\sin \frac{\theta}{4} \end{array} \right),
\]

\[
Q = \left( \begin{array}{cc} \cos^2 \frac{\theta}{4} & 0 \\ 0 & \sin^2 \frac{\theta}{4} \end{array} \right),
\]

\[
R^\dagger = \left( \begin{array}{cc} \cos \frac{\theta}{2} e^{i\phi} & \sin \frac{\theta}{2} e^{-i\phi} \\ \sin \frac{\theta}{2} e^{i\phi} & -\cos \frac{\theta}{2} \end{array} \right).
\]

We can separate the four-dimensional (4D) Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian \( H_I \) into two 2D subspaces of

\[
S = S_0 \oplus S_1,
\]

where \( S_0 = \text{Span}\{ |00\rangle, |10\rangle \} \) and \( S_1 = \text{Span}\{ |01\rangle, |11\rangle \} \). This implies that in the basis \( S \) the evolution operator splits into \( 2 \times 2 \) blocks, which can be expressed as

\[
U_1(t) = \left( \begin{array}{cc} W\cos(a_2 Q)W^\dagger & -iW\sin(a_2 Q)R^\dagger \\ -iR\sin(a_2 Q)W^\dagger & R\cos(a_2 Q)R^\dagger \end{array} \right),
\]

FIG. 1. Proposed setup of our scheme. (a) Configuration of the 2D lattice consisting of coupled superconducting transmons. Filled red circles represent target transmon qubits; filled blue circles represent auxiliary transmon qubits. (b) Transmon A/C interacts with transmon B via the capacitance between them, the tunable interaction of which can be obtained by adding a periodical modulation to the transition frequency of transmon A/C. (c) Orange-slice-shaped evolution path in the Bloch sphere.
where \( \omega = \Omega \tau \), with \( \tau \) being the total evolution time.

The 4D model can be used to achieve an arbitrary single-qubit holonomic gate on target qubit A. The corresponding gate construction is realized by evolving the system along an orange-slice-shaped path \([36, 45, 46]\), as shown in Fig. 1(c). In the first path segment \([0, \frac{\pi}{2}], \) we set \( \phi = 0 \) and obtain \( F_1 = W_1 Q_1 R_1 \). Subspace \( S_0 \) is evolved into subspace \( S_1 \) via the path \( P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow P_3 \) by choosing a certain time such that \( \cos(\alpha z Q_1) = 0 \) and \( \sin(\alpha z Q_1) = G_i \), where \( i = 1 \) or \( z \), \( G_i = \text{diag}(1, 1) \), \( G_z = \text{diag}(1, -1) \). We note that, in order to satisfy the above conditions, one needs to make sure that the parameter \( \theta \neq 2n\pi \), where \( n \) is an integer. At point \( P_3 \) in the Bloch sphere, we change the relative phase parameter \( \phi = \gamma \). Similarly, we define \( F_2 = W_2 Q_2 R_2 \) in the second path segment \([\frac{\pi}{2}, \pi] \) and then return \( S_1 \) to the initial subspace \( S_0 \) via the path \( P_3 \rightarrow P_4 \rightarrow P_1 \) by choosing a certain time such that \( \cos(\alpha z Q_2) = 0, \sin(\alpha z Q_2) = G_i \). We obtain the final evolution operator as

\[
U_1(\tau) = U \left( \frac{\tau}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2} \right) U \left( \frac{\tau}{2}, 0 \right) = U_0 |0\rangle_0 |0\rangle_0 + U_1 |1\rangle_0 |1\rangle_0 ,
\]

where the evolution operators \( U_0 = -W_2 G_1 R_1 G_1 W_1 \) and \( U_1 = -R_2 G_1 W_1 G_1 R_1 \) act on target qubit A conditionized on states \( |0\rangle_0 \) and \( |1\rangle_0 \) of auxiliary transmon qubit B, respectively. If we initially prepare auxiliary qubit B in its ground state \( |0\rangle_0 \), we select the evolution operator \( U_0 \) in the orthogonal subspace \( S_0 = \{ |0\rangle_1, |1\rangle_1 \} \). We further set \( G_i = G_1 \) and \( \gamma = \frac{\pi}{2} \); the related evolution operator on qubit A reads

\[
U_0 = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix} = e^{-i\theta \sigma_y},
\]

which is a rotation around the Y axis by an angle \( \theta \). Alternatively, if we take \( G_i = G_z \), the corresponding evolution operator becomes

\[
U_0'' = \begin{pmatrix}
e^{i\gamma} & 0 \\
0 & e^{-i\gamma}
\end{pmatrix} = e^{-i\gamma \sigma_z}.
\]

which is a rotation around the Z axis by an angle \( \gamma \).

The above processes are nonadiabatic holonomy transformations, because the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) Hamiltonian \( H_1 \) vanishes in the evolving subspace \( S_0 \), i.e.,

\[
P_0 H_1 P_0 = U_1(t) P_0 H_1 P_0 U_1(t) = 0 ,
\]

where \( P_0 = |0\rangle_0 \langle 0| + |1\rangle_0 \langle 1| \). It shows that the evolution satisfies the parallel-transport condition. (ii) The evolution of the subspace \( S_0 \) is cyclic, since

\[
S_0(\tau) = \text{Span}\{U_1(\tau)|0\rangle_0, U_1(\tau)|1\rangle_0\} = \text{Span}\{|0\rangle_1, |1\rangle_1\} = S_0.
\]

Thus, an arbitrary single-qubit holonomic gate on target qubit A can be implemented.

However, in practical physical implementations, decoherence is unavoidable. Therefore, we consider the decoherence effect by numerically simulating the Lindblad master equation,

\[
\dot{\rho} = -i[H_{c1}, \rho_1] + \sum_{\chi=A,B} \left\{ \frac{\kappa_\chi}{2} \mathcal{L}(\{0\rangle_\chi |1\rangle_\chi + |2\rangle_\chi |1\rangle_\chi \} \right\},
\]

where \( \rho_1 \) is the density matrix of the considered system, \( \mathcal{L}(\chi) = 2A\rho_1 A^\dagger - A^\dagger A\rho_1 - \rho_1 A^\dagger A \) for operator \( A \), and \( \kappa_A \) and \( \kappa_B \) are the relaxation and dephasing rates of the transmon, respectively. According to recent superconducting experiments, we choose \( \alpha_A = 2\pi \times 357 \text{ MHz}, \alpha_B = 2\pi \times 350 \text{ MHz} \[47\], \Delta_1 = 2\pi \times 245 \text{ MHz} \[43\], \beta_1 = \epsilon_1/\nu_1 = \epsilon_1/\Delta_1 \approx 1.6, \Omega = 2\pi \times 13 \text{ MHz} \) and \( \epsilon \approx 2\pi \times 11.26 \text{ MHz} \). As demonstrated in Ref. \[43\], the relaxation and dephasing rates of a transmon qubit are of the same order, about \( 2\pi \times 1.5 \text{ kHz} \). Here, we assume that the relaxation and dephasing rates of the transmon are the same, i.e., \( \kappa_A = \kappa_A^B = \kappa_B^A = \kappa = 2\pi \times [0, 10] \text{ kHz} \). We take the phase-shift gate \( U_P = \text{diag}(1, e^{i\pi}) \) as an example, which corresponds to \( \gamma = \pi/8 \) in Eq. \[12\]. Assuming that the initial state of the two qubits is \( |\psi_k\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|00\rangle + |10\rangle) \), the phase-shift gate results in the ideal final state \( |\psi_{fp}\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|00\rangle + e^{i\pi}|10\rangle) \). We first evaluate the performance of this gate by the state fidelity defined by \( F_P = |\langle \psi_{fp}|\rho_1|\psi_{fp}\rangle| \). In Fig. 2, we use blue circles to show the trend of the state fidelity with the decoherence rate \( \kappa \), and find that the state fidelity can reach about 99.64% for \( \kappa = 2\pi \times 5 \text{ kHz} \), and, finally, to evaluate the gate, for a general initial state \( |\psi_1\rangle = \cos \theta_1 |00\rangle + \sin \theta_1 |10\rangle \), \( U_P \) results in an ideal final state \( |\psi_f\rangle = \cos \theta_1 |00\rangle + e^{i\pi} \sin \theta_1 |10\rangle \); we define the gate fidelity as \( F_P = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} |\langle \psi_f|\rho_1|\psi_f\rangle| d\theta_1 \[49\], with the integration numerically done for 1001 input states with \( \theta_1 \) uniformly distributed over \([0, 2\pi]\). In Fig. 2, we plot the gate fidelity as a function of the decoherence rate \( \kappa \) with red triangles. We find that the gate fidelity is also about 99.63% for \( \kappa = 2\pi \times 5 \text{ kHz} \), which is experimentally accessible. Finally, we want to emphasize that all the simulation hereafter is based on the original interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. \[1\] without any approximation, thus verifying our analytical results.
III. NONTRIVIAL TWO-QUBIT GATES

Next we consider the construction of a kind of nontrivial two-qubit holonomic gate on a pair of target qubits in the lattice. Combining with the single-qubit holonomic gates, nonadiabatic holonomic quantum computation can then be realized. As shown in Fig. 1(a), we choose two target qubits, A and C, to capacitively couple to the same auxiliary qubit B. This three-qubit system is described by

\[ H_{c2} = \sum_{\chi=A, B, C} \omega_\chi n_\chi + \frac{\alpha_\chi}{2} (1 - n_\chi)n_\chi + g_{AB}(a^\dagger b + ab^\dagger) + g_{BC}(b^\dagger c + bc^\dagger). \]

(16)

In the following, to get the resonant interaction between transmon qubit pair A and B and pair B and C, we separately add two different parametric modulations to the transition frequency of transmons A and C by two microwave fields, which are

\[ \omega_A(t) = \omega_A + \epsilon_1 \sin(\nu_1 t + \pi/2), \]

\[ \omega_C(t) = \omega_C + \epsilon_2 \sin(\nu_2 t + \varphi + \pi/2). \]

(17)

By applying the rotating-wave approximation and setting \( \Delta_1 = \nu_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 = \omega_B - \omega_C = \nu_2 \), the finally effective resonant interaction Hamiltonian can be shown as

\[ H_2 = g'_A |01\rangle_{AB} \langle 10| + g'_B |01\rangle_{BC} \langle 10| + H.c., \]

(18)

where \( g'_A = J_1(\beta_1)g_{AB}, \beta_1 = \epsilon_1/\nu_1 \) and \( g'_B = J_1(\beta_2)g_{BC}, \beta_2 = \epsilon_2/\nu_2 \).

Next, we explain how the above effective resonant interaction Hamiltonian can be used to achieve nontrivial two-qubit holonomic gates on target qubits A and C. Resetting \( g'_A = g \cos(\theta/2), g'_B = g \sin(\theta/2) \) with \( g = \sqrt{g_{AB}^2 + g_{BC}^2} \) and \( \theta = 2 \tan^{-1}(g'_{BC}/g'_{AB}) \), the Hamiltonian can be reduced to the block-diagonal form

\[ H_2 = g(|0\rangle_B \langle 1| \otimes K + |1\rangle_B \langle 0| \otimes K^\dagger), \]

(19)

where

\[ K = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -\cos \frac{\theta}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \sin \frac{\theta}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \]

is within the 4D orthonormal basis \( \{ |00\rangle_{AC}, |01\rangle_{AC}, |10\rangle_{AC}, |11\rangle_{AC} \} \). We perform a unique singular value decomposition on matrix \( K \) in the form

\[ X = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\sin \frac{\theta}{2} e^{i\varphi} & \cos \frac{\theta}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \]

(20)

\[ Y = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \]

\[ Z^\dagger = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\ \sin \frac{\theta}{2} e^{i\varphi} & \cos \frac{\theta}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ \cos \frac{\theta}{2} & -\sin \frac{\theta}{2} e^{i\varphi} & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \]

(21)

Here, we separate the eight-dimensional Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian \( H_2 \) into two 4D subspaces, i.e.,

\[ M = M_0 \oplus M_1, \]

(22)

where \( M_0 = \text{Span}\{|00\rangle, |01\rangle, |10\rangle, |11\rangle\} \) and \( M_1 = \text{Span}\{|010\rangle, |011\rangle, |110\rangle, |111\rangle\} \). Accordingly, the evolution operator generated by \( H_2 \) also splits into two \( 4 \times 4 \) blocks, reading

\[ U_2(T) = \begin{pmatrix} X \cos(b_T Y) X^\dagger & -iX \sin(b_T Y) Z^\dagger \\ -iZ \sin(b_T Y) X^\dagger & Z \cos(b_T Y) Z^\dagger \end{pmatrix}, \]

(23)

where \( b_T = gT \) with \( T \) being the evolution time. By choosing a certain time such that \( \cos(b_T Y) = J = \text{diag}\{1, 1, -1, -1\} \) and \( \sin(b_T Y) = \text{diag}\{0, 0, 0, 0\} \), we can obtain

\[ U_2(T) = V_0 \otimes |0\rangle_B \langle 0| + V_1 \otimes |1\rangle_B \langle 1|, \]

(24)

where the evolution operator \( V_0 = XJX^\dagger \) and \( V_1 = ZZ^\dagger \) act on target qubits A and C, respectively.

The obtained evolution operator is of a holonomic nature, because the following two conditions can be satisfied: (i) Due to \[ [H_2, U_2(t)] = 0, \] Hamiltonian \( H_2 \) vanishes in evolving subspace \( M_0 \), i.e.,

\[ L_0 H_2 L_0 = U_2(t) L_0 H_2 L_0 U_2^\dagger(t) = 0, \]

(25)

where \( L_0 = |00\rangle \langle 00| + |01\rangle \langle 01| + |10\rangle \langle 10| + |11\rangle \langle 11| \); and (ii) the evolution of the orthogonal subspaces \( M_0 \) undergoes cyclic evolution, since

\[ M_0(T) = \text{Span}\{U_2(T)|00\rangle, U_2(T)|01\rangle, U_2(T)|10\rangle, U_2(T)|11\rangle\} = \text{Span}\{|00\rangle, |01\rangle, |10\rangle, |11\rangle\} = M_0. \]

(26)

A similar discussion is valid for the other subspace \( M_1 \).
fidelity is defined as $F^{CG} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \langle \psi_f | \rho_2 | \psi_f \rangle d\theta_1 d\theta_2$ with the integration numerically done for 10000 input states with $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ uniformly distributed over $[0, 2 \pi]$. In Fig. 3, we plot the state and gate fidelities as a function of the decoherence rate $\kappa$, represented by blue circles and red triangles, respectively. A gate fidelity as high as 99.41% can be reached when $\kappa = 2 \pi \times 10$ kHz. Note that the best two qubit gate fidelities in the experiment in Ref. [51] is 99.40% for a decoherence rate of around $2 \pi \times 4$ kHz.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Above we have constructed a set of universal nonadiabatic holonomic quantum gates. To demonstrate the robustness and scalability of our scheme in a more practical scenario, we now perform numerical simulation of a gate sequence which contains both single- and two-qubit gates, and calculate the corresponding fidelity of the whole process. Three qubits (A, B, and E) are involved in the simulation and the gate sequence $U_\rho V_S U_{\rho}^A V_{ABE}^S U_{\rho}^{ABE}$ is carried out. From right to left, the sequence means applying a $U_{\rho}$ on target qubit A with the help of auxiliary qubit B, a SWAP-like gate $V_S$ on qubits A and E, and, finally, a $U_{\rho}$ on target qubit E. The parameters of qubit E are $\alpha_a = 2 \pi \times 325$ MHz and $\Delta_3 = \omega_a - \omega_b = 2 \pi \times 235$ MHz. The general initial state used in the simulation is $|\psi_f\rangle = (\cos \theta^0 |0\rangle_\lambda + \sin \theta^0 |1\rangle_\lambda) \otimes |00\rangle_{BE}$. After application of the gate sequence, the corresponding ideal final state reads $|\psi'_f\rangle = |00\rangle_{AB} \otimes (\cos \theta^e|0\rangle_{BE} + \sin \theta^e e^{i\pi/4}|1\rangle_{BE})$. We first choose a specific initial state in which $\theta^e = \frac{\pi}{4}$ and plot the state fidelity $F_{CG} = \langle \psi'_f | \rho | \psi'_f \rangle$ as a function of the decoherence rate. Then we choose 1001 input states with $\theta^e$ uniformly distributed over $[0, 2 \pi]$ and obtain the gate fidelity $F_{CG}$ by averaging all the state fidelities. The corresponding results are illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows that the fidelities can reach about 99% within $2 \pi \times 5$ kHz.

In summary, we have proposed to implement nonadiabatic HQC in a coupled superconducting transmon system. Through control of the amplitudes and relative phases of a driving ac magnetic modulating flux, fast and high-fidelity universal quantum gates on target transmon qubits can be obtained, in a tunable and all-resonant way. Thus, our scheme provides a promising way towards the practical realization of high-fidelity nonadiabatic HQC.
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